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BARLEY EXPORTS — CHINESE TARIFFS 
Statement by Minister for Agriculture and Food 

HON ALANNAH MacTIERNAN (North Metropolitan — Minister for Agriculture and Food) [2.03 pm]: Late 
yesterday we were informed of the decision by the Chinese Ministry of Commerce to impose a dumping margin of 
up to 73.6 per cent and a subsidy margin of up to 6.9 per cent on all barley imported from Australia, effective today. 
These tariffs effectively close WA’s largest barley export market and could result in a direct loss of up to $200 million 
to Western Australian farm incomes this coming year from reduced barley values and reduced wheat prices as 
more farmers turn to wheat crops. This will have a multiplier effect in the regional economies of WA’s grain belt. 
Although we are confident that Australian barley is neither being dumped nor subsidised, this final outcome is not 
surprising, given China’s conditional ruling fewer than two weeks ago. It would appear that Western Australian barley 
growers have been caught up in a much larger issue. We urge the federal government to take action, including appealing 
the decision via the World Trade Organization’s dispute settlement process, and we will provide any support necessary. 
This issue highlights the importance of the Australian Export Grains Innovation Centre and the research and 
development work it does to develop new grain varieties, products and markets to give farmers flexibility to deal with 
ever-changing global trade conditions. It is critical that the impending creation of Grains Australia by the federal 
government’s Grains Research and Development Corporation does not diminish AEGIC’s unique combination of 
market intelligence, R&D and innovation that is very important to WA’s very export-oriented cereal industry. Recently, 
AEGIC has been working to open up new markets for our barley in India and has developed a game-changing new 
strategy for Australian oats, branching into the rice and noodle markets with this high-value grain. 
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